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Executive Summary
The following report is a narrative account of the Community Conversation hosted by the
Westport Family and Community Resource Centre, on 23 November 2022.

The topic of the Community Conversation was ‘Understanding Poverty’.

14 community members, which included members of the community who are or have
experienced living in poverty and community members who work in support services and
charities, joined the conversation.

The Conversation took place in 4 parts:
● What is poverty? And what does it look like in Westport?’
● What are the current supports in Westport? and the values and vision that guide us in

responding to poverty?
● What are the challenges around poverty in Westport?
● What are the ideas and main takeaways for everyone from the Community Conversation?

The participants were guided by a facilitator but encouraged to allow the conversation to evolve
naturally.

Multiple themes emerged from the issue of shame and silence around poverty to the specific
challenges for youth and service providers.

The day was about holding space for the issue of poverty and allowing members from the
community to have an open and honest conversation about the reality of poverty in Westport and
increase a collective understanding.

An artistic response to the Community Conversation will be created by local artist Mags Duffy,
which will be shared with the public in early 2023.
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1. Introduction

1.1 United Nations - International Day for the Eradication of Poverty

The Community Conversation was organized as part of the UN International Day for the
Eradication of Poverty with financial support from the Department of Social Protection.

Each year the Department provides funding for public awareness initiatives to promote
awareness of the UN International Day for the Eradication of Poverty. The funding is open to
anti-poverty organizations and groups working with people experiencing poverty at national or
local level.

Fig 1. Graphic from  https://unrcca.unmissions.org/secretary-general-message-international-day-eradication-poverty

1.2 The Host
The Community Conversations was initiated and hosted by the
Westport Family and Community Resource Centre (Westport
FCRC)  in response to the funding opportunity.

Westport FCRC is part of the National Family Resource Centre
programme delivering a range of services, supports &
programmes in the Westport community. Westport FCRC is
based on the Fairgreen and works from a combined model of
community development and family support, to combat poverty,
marginalization, disadvantage and social exclusion. Fig 2. Westport FCRC logo
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1.3 The Facilitator
The session was facilitated by Anna livia Cullinan, a Community Engagement specialist and
facilitator based in Westport.

1.4 The Artist
As part of the Community Conversation a local artist Mags Duffy was invited to create a piece of
art in response to the topics raised and themes which emerged during the conversation. The
piece will be prepared and shared with the public in early 2023.

www.magsduffyartist.com

1.5 The Participants
14 members of the community participated in the Community Conversation.

Participants included members of local services, charity organizations and members of the
community who have or are currently experiencing poverty.

Community Members in Attendance:

● Aisling Ferriter- Drug and Alcohol Family Support Worker
● Anne Caughlin – Community member
● Frances Groden- Community-based Family Support Worker
● Irene Cannon- Local Employment Service
● Joanne Keegan – FRC / community member
● Leanne Barrett- FRC
● Linda McNulty – FRC/ community member
● Maggie Browne – FRC Volunteer/ community member
● Mags Duffy - Artist / community member
● Marie Ruane – Saint Vincent de Paul, Westport
● Monica Joyce – Money Advice and Budgeting Service
● Paddy Guthrie – FRC Volunteer/ community member
● Sandra Murray – FRC Volunteer/ parent/ community member
● Siobhan Carroll Webb- Social Inclusion, Community Activation Programme- MNE
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1.6 The Venue & Date
The Conversation was held in the Mariner Hotel, Mill Street,
Westport on 23 November 2022.

https://www.themariner.ie/

Fig 3. The Mariner Hotel Westport logo

2. Workshop Activities

2.1 Welcome & Sign-in
Participants began to arrive from 9:30 and sign-in.
A few optional warm-up activities were dotted around the room to help those who did not know
people yet settle into the space.

2.2 Introductions & Housekeeping
At 10:00 Leanne Barrett from the FCRC introduced herself, the International Day for the
Eradication of Poverty  and the objective of the day.

The participants introduced themselves and their reason for joining.
Reasons included:

● To be a part of a conversation about the reality and challenges of poverty.
● To share about the reality of poverty n Westport.
● To learn more about poverty in Westport.
● To network and meet others working in poverty relief.

Anna livia the facilitator introduced herself, the agenda for the day , some basic housekeeping in
particular the need to create a safe space. And briefly explained what a Community Conversation
is and is not.
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2.3 Warm-Up
Participants were invited to take part in two warm up
activities.

The first was a game to get people comfortable and
chatting. All the participants were invited to take a
‘hello!hi’ card. To find someone and ask them the
question on the card. If the person they were speaking
with got stuck there were additional prompts on the
right hand side of each card. When the facilitator rang
the bell everyone swapped cards and found someone
else they hadn’t said ‘hello!hi!’ to yet. There were 13 bell
rings so everyone got a chance to meet everyone and
break the ice.

The second warm up activity invited everyone to draw
what poverty is and what it looks like in Westport. This
second warmer activity was to give people a chance to
let their brain think differently and bring something
that could help spark the first moments of
conversation when the group divided into smaller
groups.

Fig 4. Screenshots from the facilitator’s presentation,
photo of participants during the warm-up activities,
examples of drawn responses to the prompt ‘What is

poverty? And what does it look like in Westport?’
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2.4 Conversation Part One

Participants were invited to break out into three tables for the first part of the conversation
followed by each table sharing back to the whole group. This allowed everyone the chance to
speak whilst keeping the conversation collective among the whole group.

The first part of the Community Conversation was guided by the following prompts:
● What is poverty?
● What does it look like in Westport?
● What is the reality of poverty every day in Westport?
● What do we know? What do we not know about poverty in Westport?

Below are the summaries of some of the topics and points that emerged during part one. It is
important to note that participants were welcome to use the prompts as they like to start the
conversation but to allow the conversation to evolve organically. The questions were not to be
completed one by one but to simply unlock the conversion if it stalled. Whatever came up for that
group when given the space to talk is what is summarized below and is not an exhaustive
description of what was discussed. Section 3 of this report provides the full synthesis of the
day’s conversation thematically whereas the section below is only a summary of key points for
the first part of the conversation.

Grey Table Summary
Poverty is not often associated with Westport despite being present and growing.
The understanding / notion of what poverty looks like is outdated.

You can be working and still struggling.
Waitlist for the Foodcloud service and many of the people currently receiving support via
Foodcloud have jobs but are still in need of support.

The way services are currently assessed doesn’t necessarily create the best outcomes for people
receiving the services.

Poverty means having very few material possessions or possessions of value, and low income.

Cream Table Summary
Poverty is evolving and changing in Westport. Some symptoms are more visible than before such
as people sleeping on the street but a lot has also become less visible.
Even as the reality of poverty evolves many of the root causes remain the same such as mental
health and addiction.

Many people don’t realize or believe the situation of poverty in Westport.
Compassion is sometimes missing from the community or those providing support.

Poverty is having to choose between basic needs; heating, clothing, food, children’s needs.

There is a stigma associated with poverty and needing support in Westport.
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Poverty is a cycle.

There is not enough education / information to know what to do or fully understand poverty.

Blue Table Summary
Poverty carries a stigma.
Pride and dignity play a role in how people access support.
Accessing support means risking the feeling of being small or being humiliated.
Pressure to keep your poverty hidden / silent.

Poverty starts in the home. And a home visit is important / helpful.

There are many versions of poverty from generational to temporary.

Working poverty is a reality of life in Westport.

Poverty is sometimes very obvious in Westport but often hidden. People think of poverty as what
happened during the famine. Someone can have a phone but still be living on or below the ‘bread
line’.

Men are less able to talk about poverty, women in formal and informal responses play a larger role
in responding to poverty in their community.

Poverty is a lack of choice or having to make di�cult choices such as ‘birthday parties or shoes’,
‘breakfast or school club’.

Housing plays a huge role in poverty in Westport. And mental health is a driving force of poverty.

‘Poverty’ makes people uncomfortable especially for those who haven't experienced it and for
men.

Fig 5. Photo of participants in break out groups for the first part of the Community Conversation.
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Fig 6. Photo of notes from each table. Notes were pinned to the wall after each part of the Community Conversation so that people could
revisit and review in their own time throughout the day.

2.5 Conversation Part Two & Three
After a short break participants were invited again to break out into three tables for the second
and third part of the conversation.

The second and third parts of the Community Conversation were guided by the following
prompts:

Part Two
● What are the current Supports (formal & informal) in Westport for people experiencing

poverty?
● What are the Values that guide you when thinking about poverty?
● What is your Vision / Goal around poverty for Westport?

Part Three
● What are the Challenges people experiencing poverty and those trying to support people

experiencing poverty face?
● Daily? Weekly? Yearly?
● Card Prompts

Grey Table Summary
Supports include; FCRC, SVdeP, Charitable Individuals, Christmas Food, Guel Appeal, Charity
Shops, Meals on Wheels, Freecycle page, schools with cookswaps and breakfast clubs, Westport
Welcomes Ukraine Facebook group, Lions club Fr. Charlie.

Values include; equality, dignity, respect, empathy, privacy, confidentiality, non-judgemental,
non-invasive, discreet, understanding, kindness.

Vision; trauma informed, resources are there but needed less, accessing available supports is
easier and reflects the values. The services are not hidden from people, there is a better use of
resources for emergency cases, removal or adjustment of red tape issues.
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Challenges; addiction & mental health, access to supports, shame & embarrassment, lack of
education knowledge, stigma, lack of mental health supports.

Cream Table Summary
Supports; family, Gardai, MABS, teachers, FCRC, Intreo / social Welfare, doctors, Foroige,
charitable individuals, Fr. Charlie, SVdeP.

Values; non-judgemental, compassionate, understanding, empathetic.

Vision; marrying those who want to help with the need, language of services to be
compassionate, interpersonal approach, knowing/ knowledgeable community. People at the
center. Trades, skills, services, goods available and connected. Platforms for people to come
together like the Octagon.

Challenges: welfare system, stats, entitlement. Rural -v- Urban criteria, accessing funding, top
down. Shame looking for help, judgment from support services and bias in their decisions, sense
of powerlessness at local level.

Blue Table Summary
Supports; FCRC, SVdeP, Community Welfare O�cer, Social Services, charity shops, Lions Club,
Schools, Samaritans, MAPS, family, mental health services, NA & AA, GP/ doctors, Gards, church.

Values; respect, confidentiality, anonymity, integrity, even playing field, equality, empowering
people, education/ knowledge. Seeking more than a band-aid to the issues.

Vision; to empower people and families at the kernel (start/ core), provide education,
acknowledge poverty and no judgment.

Challenges; access to healthcare, complicated or obfuscated sign-posting to supports, fears for
quality of life, living week to week can’t think longer or bigger than the immediate, compassion
fatigue, needing to learn how to leave the work at the door when you go home, being
non-judgemental.

Fig 7. Photo of participants during part 2&3 of the Community Conversation
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Fig 8. Photo of card prompts used to allow the groups talk about some of the more abstract  and emotion based elements of poverty and
providing  support to alleviate and eradicate poverty.

Fig 9. Photo of notes from each table after part 2&3 of the Community Conversation
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2.6 Conversation Part Four

Following lunch the facilitator brought back all the participants into one group. For the fourth part
of the conversation participants were invited to take a moment and individually reflect on what
their main takeaway had been so far. Main take-aways included:

● That there are a lot of resources in Westport but that there is more that can be done
especially around visibility, e�ciency and access.

● That poverty is emotional and it takes significant mental effort to even request or accept
help.

● Despite slight differences in opinion there is mainly consensus among community
members present that poverty is a hidden reality in Westport and support needs to be
offered without judgment

● That it’s the small actions that people remember most and have the biggest impact.
● That the culture of asking for a ‘cup of sugar’ was so important in the past and is more

di�cult now.
● Grateful for the opportunity to have these conversations, that many think they know all

they need to around poverty but you can always and need to learn more.
● That the systems governing supports are hindering individuals ability to support people in

a reasonable timeframe.
● That a culture of sharing is what is needed, simple things that make it easy for people to

share childrens items, party supplies. These things can stop waste and really help people
experiencing poverty.

● That the bureaucracy and regulation is absorbing all the energy of people responding to
poverty and creating a culture of disempowerment, frustration and demotivation.

Quotes from the conversation:

“It looks like I’m not doing my job.”
- participant talking about the impact of regulations.

“It feels like Westport is not for me.”
- participant talking about Westport’s public image.

“Poverty experienced in childhood leaves a hole in a person that never goes away.”
- participant talking about their and others' experiences of poverty.

“The bureaucracy is soul destroying.”
- participant talking about the impact of regulations

“Westport asks for the least and as a result probably gets the least.”
- participant talking about the impact of the silence around poverty in Westport.
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Fig 10. Photo of participants during part 4 of the Community Conversation

Fig 11. Participants taking a moment to reflect individually on what
was their main takeaway from the Community Conversation

Fig 12. Some of the participant’s notes of their main takeaway from
the Community Conversation

2.7 Wrap-Up & Next Steps

The session ended with a group photo and summary of Next Steps. These included; the
Facilitators Report by Anna livia Cullinan, The Artistic Response to the Conversation by Mags
Duffy and that there will be an event around the unveiling of the piece of art in early 2023.
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3. Themes from the Conversation
● Youth

Youth emerged as a theme during the conversation in three ways. The first was that poverty has
long lasting impacts on a person when experienced in childhood. Participants told stories of how
they observed habits in people who experienced poverty in childhood that were still hindering
their ability to ask for and accept help. Poverty has deep physiological impacts on young people
and making sure to provide adequate support at this stage in a person's life is important. The
second is that the lack of suitable youth spaces, or acceptance by the community when young
people use spaces, is exacerbating the negative impacts of poverty. And finally the theme of
youth emerged around schools. Schools were identified as a key part of the support around
poverty and also where young people feel the most pressure. Participants talked about the
positive impact a principal can have from simple initiatives like standardizing jackets, to being
informed themselves  about poverty, to starting initiatives like breakfast clubs.

● Silence
Even in the warm-up activities the refrain of silence around poverty in Westport emerged. The
theme of silence emerged as a shorthand for both the limited awareness or public recognition of
poverty and the isolation people feel in poverty in Westport. That to speak about their or other
people's experience of poverty is unwelcomed and that their experience of poverty ‘tarnishes’ the
image people have and want about the town.

● Misconceptions & Bias
There was the recognition that the way poverty is experienced and evident is evolving rapidly in
Westport. However, many people’s default mental imagery and understanding of poverty has
remained the same. It was noted that many still imagine a version of poverty from the past such
as the threadbare clothes of the famine, the need to immigrate in the 1950s or limited services
such as electricity and water. However poverty today is more complex. People can have a home
but not be able to afford food, own a phone but not the data. Things that were once considered
luxury items are now basic needs to be able to access employment and community. The
somewhat outdated understanding of poverty is limiting people’s ability to identify poverty in their
community and support. And the bias people carry about poverty and people who experience
poverty is compounding issues of shame and access to the relief that can make a huge difference
to people’s lives.

● Poverty is Not a Static nor Uniform Experience.
It was mentioned multiple times that not only is the reality of poverty evolving in Westport with
the Cost of Living Crisis and increase Wealth Gap but that it is not a uniform experience nor static.
From generational to situational poverty it was noted as important to recognize that poverty is
not a choice, nor how or when it’s experienced.

● The Accidental Impacts of Regulations
There have been recent events that have impacted the regulations around support services for
people in need. Fraud and abuse of the system by a few actors has created increased
bureaucracy and the need to prioritize ‘covering your ass’ over someone's best judgment. The
second is that the need to provide confidentiality and data protection can accidently compound
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the sense of shame if it is not properly communicated and discussed. It can seem as if the topic is
taboo or somehow shameful when one person’s attempt to provide confidentiality and be discreet
is experienced by the other as being avoided.

● Shame
Shame was mentioned many times throughout the day. That experiencing poverty and accessing
support is often laden with a sense of shame for people and can at times even be expected of
people to demonstrate shame or gratitude when receiving support.

● Gender Roles
Gender was mentioned as playing a role in who and how people respond and in people's ability to
talk about poverty. It was noted that in both the formal and informal response to poverty it is
primarily women and that many men struggle to even talk about the issues of poverty.

● Missed Opportunities
A cross cutting theme was the issue of missing important opportunities to help and improve a
person or family’s trajectory. Opportunities are being missed because of red tape, bias or other
seemingly minor but detrimental barriers. Examples include needing to go through multiple steps
to give someone something they need immediately, a security guard at an entrance, or having
volunteers who accidentally insult someone seeking help. The group noted that by the time
someone has overcome all the internal barriers to asking for help, these external moments can
really hinder and set back a person who is otherwise ready to receive help.

● The Importance of Small Actions and Informal Supports
A big theme of the day was the importance of small actions, that it can be really small and informal
supports that can make the biggest difference to a person’s life.

● Narratives
In addition to the issues of shame and misconceptions about poverty, which are limiting the
ability to identify and respond to poverty in Westport, is the issue of narratives. The narratives
shaping Westport for example to promote tourism are intentionally or accidentally hiding the
reality of poverty.

● Housing, Mental Health and Addiction
Housing, in particular the rise in airbnb, was raised a few times as a very immediate issue. Mental
Health and addiction were identified as the other big drivers of poverty.

4. Conclusion & Recommendations
Overall the funding enabled a much needed space for community members to meet each other
and talk about poverty in Westport.

Westport at a Crossroads
Westport has the opportunity to represent again a development approach that integrates urban
planning, economic development, and community development. In particular to find positive ways
to integrate support for people struggling and a culture that recognizes and responds to the
reality of poverty in Westport.
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Potential Ideas:
● Increase or improve Youth facilities.
● Dedicated spaces online and o�ine for people to use for community initiatives or post

COVID19 re-activations of existing or older community spaces.
● Host Community Conversations about key themes such as housing, affordable food, the

sharing economy.
● Trainings and space to learn more about poverty for key stakeholders and institutions

shaping the development of Westport.
● Establish a local flexible fund for emergencies.

Enable the Informal
While there are many challenges at the formal level of services and support for people
experiencing poverty that are important to address, it is the informal support that can have the
biggest impact on an individual and family’s trajectory. Informal supports have the potential to
meet the need closer to the source and earlier, mitigating more serious issues. However as
Westport grows and the wealth gap increases there is a risk that the culture of sharing and
community spirit could be lost, eroding many of the informal supports that currently exist.
This also applied to the support for service providers, informal connections and support are key
to preventing burnout, improving quality of coordination and sense of community.

Potential Ideas:
● Run regular ‘Community Conversations’
● Establish a Community of Practice for volunteers and service providers.
● Start initiatives such as library of things, and continue initiatives such as the school

uniform swaps.
● Annual or bi-annual get-togethers.
● Creative campaigns online and o�ine to encourage communities to look out for each

other, and recognise how much people do that already.

Encourage Transparency
One of the big themes to emerge was the need for transparency in Westport about the reality and
poverty and the available supports. The more visible, frank and compassionate the discussion
around poverty in Westport the more able people will be to respond to and alleviate the negative
impacts of poverty for themselves and others.

Potential Ideas:
● Participatory Action Research project that helps document, make visible and increase

understanding of the impact of the Cost of Living Crisis in Westport.
● Capacity building programs for communities to reduce the sense of isolation and improve

understanding of poverty and supports when someone is experiencing poverty.
● Continued use of social media and traditional media.
● Community Ambassador program in each housing estate to help people access informal

and formal supports.
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5. Materials Handover
Item # Description QTY Location

1 Pin-up title cards 4 Handover envelope

2 Challenges prompt cards 12 Handover envelope

3 Part 1 table notes 7 A3 sheets Handover envelope

4 Part 2 table notes 6 A3 sheets Handover envelope

5 What does poverty look like drawing 9 With Mags Duffy

6 Main take-away notes 8 With Mags Duffy

Photo of handover envelope & contents

Received by: ___________________________
Name:
Title:
Date:      /      /
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